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Panax ginseng and Eleutherococcus
senticosus may exaggerate an
already existing biphasic response to
stress via inhibition of enzymes
which limit the binding of stress
hormones to their receptors
B. T. Gaffney, H. M. Hügel, P. A. Rich
Department of Human Biology and Movement Science, Faculty of Biomedical and Health Sciences and Nursing, Royal Melbourne Institute of
Technology Bundoora Campus, Melbourne, Australia

Summary A mechanism of action for Panax ginseng (PG) and Eleutherococcus senticosus (ES) is proposed which
explains how they could produce the paradoxical effect of sometimes increasing and sometimes decreasing the stress
response. The mechanism suggests that this biphasic effect results from increased occupancy of positive and negative
feedback stress hormone receptors by their natural ligands due to inhibition of specific enzymes which function to limit
receptor occupancy. Specifically, it is suggested that PG inhibits 11-beta hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase one and ES
inhibits catechol-O-methyl transferase, both of which reside in close proximity to stress hormone receptors and
catalyse the degradation of stress hormones into inactive compounds. In addition, it is suggested that the increased
energy said to result from PG and ES may be a consequence of their increasing the occupancy of stress hormone
receptors which function to redistribute the body’s energy reserves from regeneration to activity. © 2001 Harcourt
Publishers Ltd
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traditional Chinese medicine PG is said to increase ‘Chi’
energy, the deficiency of which is understood to allow
disease processes to predominate (2). Animal studies conducted in the latter half of the 20th century demonstrated that PG and a plant more recently discovered by
Russian scientists, Eleutherococcus senticosus (ES), attenuated organ and tissue damage induced by various stressors and, in addition, increased the length of time until
exhaustion in forced exercise trials (4–7). This suggested
that PG and ES altered an organism’s response to stress
in a manner which improved adaptation to stress
(8,9). Hence the term ‘adaptogen’ was coined to classify
PG and ES and their respective active constituents,
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INTRODUCTION
Panax ginseng (PG) has been used by practitioners of
Chinese medicine for the last 4000 years to treat a vast
array of diseases where a lack of vitality in one or more
organ systems is considered to be a predisposing factor
(1,2). The variety of ailments that PG is used to treat has
made it difficult to understand and categorise its pharmacological nature and mechanism of action (3). In
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eleutherosides and ginsenosides. The choice of the term
‘adaptogen’, and the specific organs and tissues chosen to
analyse the effects of adaptogens, suggest that the motivation to evaluate PG and ES in relation to stress was generated by the work of Selye (10,11). He coined the term
‘general adaptation syndrome’ to describe the process by
which various stressors produce perturbation to organs
and tissues, e.g., adrenal hypertrophy, thymus involution
and gastrointestinal ulceration. These observations implied that a component of the stress response acted independently of the type of stressor and established the idea
of stress per se as a cause of disease in its own right.
While Selye’s stress and adaptation model has been
helpful in explaining how PG and ES exert their beneficial
effects, the model, on its own, does not provide scope for
a detailed understanding of how this occurs. In seeking
such an understanding, researchers have turned to more
recent paradigms, e.g., increased nucleic acid synthesis
(12–16), alterations in brain monoamine concentration
(17–19), increased binding of glucocorticoids to their
receptors in the brain and limbic system (3), agonism of
type II glucocorticoid receptors (20,21), cyclic phosphodiesterase inhibition (22–24), and increased nitric oxide
(NO) production (25,26). Each of these studies used a
recently emerged paradigm to attempt to explain in
greater detail the results of PG and ES experiments
undertaken in the context of Selye’s original stress and
adaptation model. For example, the discovery by Rivier
and Shen (27) that NO acts as a local hormone with a
large array of effects on the body including effects on the
hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis (HPA-axis) (27) represented a new paradigm, which has been harnessed by
Kim et al. (26) to explain the previously documented
effects of PG on the HPA-axis. Of course, the relative
merit of a mechanism of action for any drug will be
judged by how well it explains the drug’s reported
actions. In turn, researchers will conceptualize and prioritize the importance of reported actions in the light of
their own experimental results and various nuances of
their scientific background. With this in mind, a plausible
mechanism of action was required by the current author
to explain the unexpected finding that ES increased,
rather than decreased, the stress response in a group of
endurance athletes, as indicated by a 29% decrease in the
testosterone to cortisol ratio (TCR) (28). It should be
noted that there are other reports of adaptogens increasing the stress response. Hiai et al. (29,30) observed a significant and large increase in adrenocorticotrophic
hormone (ACTH) and corticosterone 15 minutes after
intraperitoneal injection of PG (7 mg/kg). How could
these data be consistent with the results of studies
documenting a decrease in stress-induced damage with
adaptogen supplementation (4,5,7)? An answer to this
question was provided by the results of Nörr (31) who
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observed that an oral dose of ES (3 mg/kg/day for seven
weeks) produced a 102% increase in corticosterone levels
in unstressed rats in comparison with unsupplemented
controls, while in rats exposed to the stress of saline injection (a stressor severe enough to cause a six-fold increase
in corticosterone in unsupplemented rats) ES decreased
corticosterone by 45%. ES, therefore, appeared to have a
biphasic effect on the stress response, increasing it at low
stress levels and decreasing it at high stress levels. There
is evidence suggesting that PG also has a biphasic effect
on the stress response. Kim et al. (32) measured the effect
of PG on the stress response (as indicated by adrenal
ascorbate loss) over a nine hour period in mice subjected
to continuous heat stress. When the stress response was
rising from baseline during the initial stages of the experiment (one hour after stressor onset) the stress response in
PG treated mice was 104% higher than in unsupplemented controls (P < 0.05). Soon thereafter, however, the
stress response began to drop in the supplemented group
and was equal to the control group by the time adrenal
ascorbate loss reached 84% of its peak in the control
group (one hour and 40 minutes after stressor onset).
From this point until the end of the experiment the stress
response in the supplemented group was significantly
lower than in the control group and was up to 43% and
49% lower (P < 0.05) at three and five hours post stressor
onset, respectively. Clearly, any mechanism capable of
explaining how PG and ES increase the stress response
would have to explain how they could decrease it also,
and it was with this aim in mind that the following hypothetical mechanisms were developed.
HYPOTHESIS
PG and ES exaggerate an already existing biphasic
response to stress via inhibition of enzymes which limit
the binding of stress hormones to their receptors. This
general mechanism of action can be divided into two
parts. First, it is suggested that PG and ES increase the
occupancy of stress hormone receptors by stress hormones, which, when occurring at positive and negative
feedback regulatory sites, exaggerates an already existing
biphasic stress response. Second, it is suggested that the
most likely way PG and ES increase the occupancy of
stress hormone receptors is via inhibition of specific
enzymes which serve to decrease the binding of stress
hormones to their receptors. Specifically, it is suggested
that PG inhibits 11-beta hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase
isozyme one (11-HSD1), an enzyme that resides in close
proximity to type II glucocorticoid receptors (type II GRs)
and catalyses the oxidation of glucocorticoids into their
inactive 11-dehydro form (33). In the case of ES, it is suggested that it inhibits catechol-O-methyl tranferase
(COMT), an enzyme which resides in close proximity to
© 2001 Harcourt Publishers Ltd
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noradrenaline receptors and catalyses the methylation
of noradrenaline into its inactive metabolite, normetanephrine.
Development of a mechanism of action for PG
The mechanism suggested above for PG is, in part, a revision of a mechanism first proposed by Fulder (3) who
administered PG to adrenalectomised and ovarectomised
rats and observed increased binding of injected radiolabelled corticosterone in the hippocampus, hypothalamus,
pituitary, amygdala, septum and cortex. Fulder suggested
that this increased binding was evidence that PG saponins increase the sensitivity of hypothalamic cells responsible for glucocorticoid feedback. He reasoned that the
increased sensitivity would produce ‘. . . an ACTH/corticosteroid surge, followed by a more effective feedback
control of corticosteroid levels . . . ’, which is what was
observed by Kim et al. (32). The suggestion that sensitisation of hypothalamic cells to corticosteroids would lead
to an ACTH/corticosteroid surge assumes that corticosteroids accelerate their own release (positive feedback)
and that this process occurs in the hypothalamus. Fulder’s
assumption regarding the existence of positive feedback
is supported by more recent data (34, 35). The glucocorticoid receptors which mediate this response, however,
appear to reside principally in the hippocampus, rather
than the hypothalamus (35). In contrast, type II GRs
residing in the hypothalamus, in combination with those
in the pituitary, appear to be primarily responsible for
negative feedback (35,36). This is a case of the same type
of receptors having different functions, either negative or
positive feedback in this case, in accordance with the
roles of the tissue in which they reside. An additional
point to observe is that the data of Ratka et al. (34)
suggests that the positive and negative feedback effects
of type II GRs on corticosterone levels are temporally
separated over the course of a stress response, i.e.,
positive feedback occurs before negative feedback.
This suggests a naturally occurring biphasic response to
stress.
With regard to the way in which PG may increase the
sensitivity of cells responsible for glucocorticoid feedback, Fulder (3) speculated that PG saponins may
increase the ‘. . . passive diffusion of corticosteroids
across the (cell) membrane’. Insight gained from recent
developments in the field of glucocorticoid physiology
has led to the current author’s hypothesis that PG
saponins increase the glucocorticoid occupancy (and,
therefore, the sensitivity) of glucocorticoid receptors by
inhibiting 11-HSD1. The first important piece of information leading to this hypothesis was the description of an
enzyme (11-HSDI), associated with type II GRs, whose
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function, it had been proposed, was to moderate glucocorticoid occupancy of these receptors (37). The second
vital piece of information was the finding that the active
ingredient in liquorice, glycyrrhizic acid, which shares a
triterpene structure with the ginsenosides (see Figure 1),
mediated its pharmacological action of sodium and water
retention by inhibiting 11-HSD2 (an isozyme related to
11-HSD1 associated with type 1 GRs in the kidney and
hypothalamus) (33). A synthesis of these two pieces of
information led to the hypothesis that, analogous to
liquorice saponin’s inhibition of 11-HSD2, saponins in PG
may inhibit 11-HSD1, thereby allowing more corticosteroid to bind to type II GRs, which, when occurring at
positive and negative feedback sites, exaggerates an
already existing biphasic response to stress.
Development of a mechanism of action for ES
In the case of a mechanism of action for ES, the structures
of its two most potent adaptogenic compounds, eleutherosides B and E, are quite different from any of the
ginsenosides or corticosteroids, suggesting a different
mechanism to PG. Consistent with a general mechanism
for adaptogens, eleutherosides could increase the occupancy of receptors to any of the main stress hormones,
e.g., corticosteroids, noradrenaline, ACTH, or corticotrophic releasing hormone (CRH). The only one of these
that appears to share any structural similarity with
eleutherosides is noradrenaline. In keeping with the traditional pharmacological principle that enzyme inhibition is often the mechanism for a drug’s action, the
question arose, is there an enzyme which when inhibited
increases the binding of noradrenaline to its receptor?
There are two enzymes which fall into this category,
catechol-O-methyl transferase (COMT) and monoamine
oxidase (MAO), which catalyse the conversion of noradrenaline into the inactive compounds normetanephrine
and 3,4-dihydroxyphenyl glycolaldehyde, respectively.
Given that structural homology with any of these three
ligands (i.e., noradrenaline or its two products) could provide a basis for enzyme inhibition, the next question was,
do eleutherosides share any structural homology with
any of these compounds? One obvious structural moiety
possessed by normetanephrine and eleutherosides B and
E (but not by noradrenaline or 3,4-dihydroxyphenyl glycolaldehyde) is a methyl substituted catechol ring, i.e., a
methoxyl group instead of a hydroxyl group at the 3 position on the phenol ring (see Figure 2). Hence, it is proposed that eleutherosides B and E inhibit COMT and in
so doing allow more noradrenaline to bind to noradrenaline receptors including those responsible for positive
and negative feedback of the stress response, i.e., alphaone and alpha-two receptors, respectively (38, 39).
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The triterpene structure of the ginsenosides and glycyrrhizic acid.

IMPLICATIONS THESE MECHANISMS HAVE
WITH REGARD TO THE CONCEPT OF ‘CHI’
ENERGY
So far, the discussion of the proposed mechanisms has
been concerned only with explaining the biphasic effects
of PG and ES and for this reason has been primarily
focussed on positive and negative feedback receptors for
stress hormones. The majority of stress hormone receptors, however, are not concerned with feedback, but
instead with the mediation of many other effects including the daily process of redistributing the body’s energy
reserves from regeneration and anabolism to arousal and
Medical Hypotheses (2001) 56(5), 567–572

activity (40). It is possible, therefore, that the wide ranging effects of PG and ES, including the increased ‘Chi’
energy described in Chinese medicine, may be a consequence of their increasing the occupancy of stress hormone receptors throughout the body. This mechanism
contrasts with one presented for PG by Pearce et al. (20)
and Lee et al. (21). Both papers presented data suggesting
that PG saponins have a mild affinity for type II GRs (Km
approximately 100- to 1000-fold higher than dexamethasone) and suggested that the glucocorticoid-like effects
ascribed to PG may be a direct consequence of type II GR
agonism. The mechanism proposed by the current
author, however, suggests that rather than exerting its
© 2001 Harcourt Publishers Ltd
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Fig. 2 The structures of eleutherosides B and E in comparison with noradrenaline and normetanephrine, the respective substrate and
product of catechol-O-methyl transferase.

effects by binding directly to type II GRs, PG increases the
occupancy of these receptors by their endogenous ligand
(glucocorticoids) via inhibition of 11-HSD1.

CONCLUSION
The relative lack of coherent models explaining the
mechanism of action of PG and ES at the molecular level
may be part of the reason why these drugs have not yet
been examined in large scale placebo controlled clinical
trials in humans exposed to severe stressors, e.g., surgery,
radiotherapy and chemotherapy. The mechanisms of
action presented for PG and ES in this paper represent an
explanation of both the biphasic effects of these drugs
and the increased energy resulting from their use. The
mechanisms could be tested in two ways. First, using in
vitro enzyme inhibition assays, the affinity of these drugs
for 11-HSD1 and COMT could be evaluated. Second, the
model as it applies to PG and ES relies on the function of
type II GRs and noradrenaline receptors, respectively.
Therefore, if the effects of PG and ES were blocked by
specific inhibitors of these receptors, it would suggest
that the receptors were part of their mechanism of action.
It is important to remember, however, that the results
such experiments can, at best, only ever be consistent with
a proposed mechanism of action and that experimental
© 2001 Harcourt Publishers Ltd

proof of an action mechanism has always been problematic in pharmacology. Coherent action mechanisms, however, remain an important element in drug research and
the potential value PG and ES hold in decreasing the illeffects resulting from severe stressors warrants their
ongoing investigation. The mechanisms of action presented herein may provide a conceptual framework from
which to build when designing future research on this
class of drugs.
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